The article offer techniques and algorithms for effective and safe processing of radioactive waste on nuclear power plant. The main idea of automation based on special algorithms for location of containers relative to each other. Optimal container location provide minimization of dose rate. Proposed techniques and algorithms allow to find this optimal location.
INTRODUCTION
Safety, reliability and efficiency of radioactive waste storages is important problem of modern nuclear power plants. There are a lot waste storages types. They have different indexes of safety, reliability economic efficiency, usability and others. Hangar type storages show excellent main indexes. It has proved during exploitation on Novovoronezh nuclear power plant ( Figure 1 ).
The main feature of these storages is radiation shielding that provided by containers with radioactive waste. External lines containers shield ones from internal lines. We can ignore internal containers radiation because it is weak. Therefore we can store quite active waste in internal lines.
It provides high radiation safety and few other benefits. Design of hangar type storages provides very good economic efficiency because it is simple and cheap. It increases storages usability because containers is located above ground level and they are accessible by ordinary forklift truck. Design solves problem with drain water. _____________ Voronezh State Technical University, 14, Moskovskiy Avenue, Voronezh, 394026, Russia
PROBLEM
The main problem during filling these storages is maintaining of safe dose rate on storage walls and storage borders. It can provide by special scheme of containers placing. It would be quite simple task if we have all containers for this storage simultaneously. But we receive containers in random batches of several ones. We don't know which containers will be gotten at this moment. Any containers can come in any time. The fact that external line can be absent complicates the task.
Today this task solved by engineers. They use their experience to determine places for received containers. Correctness of these actions verifies by dose rate measurement. They can use special mathematical approach that was designed on Novovoronezh nuclear power plant [1] .
Used method has some important disadvantages. For example, at a certain point we can find that dose rate exceed norm and we can do nothing without moving previously installed containers. Existing mathematical approach is weak and difficult to practical use. 
SOLUTION (OFFERED TECHNIQUE)
We offer technique which can correct these deficiencies. The base of the technique is algorithm. It will be used for developing new mathematical approach and software. The algorithm considers the fact that storages must be disassembled after maximal allowed storage time.
Disassembling of storages will be for long time. Containers will be removed batches. Vacancies can be used for new containers. Thereby storage can contain radioactive waste from different time periods. If we are planning exploit storages in dynamic mode when we change only part of containers any time we should provide transport corridors in storages for forklift truck.
If storage will be exploited in static mode with full disassembling in one time then we do not need transport corridors and can place containers closely. In this case the mathematical approach is simplified. We can remove from the algorithm transport corridors and disassembling modules.
Consider the base algorithm ( Figure 2 ). Unit of calculating load parameters uses for definition of minimal and maximal loading (containers amount) and priority of loading density or accessibility. If we are planning good accessibility we should leave a plenty of space for transport machines. Cluster size defines accessibility, load density and geometric parameters. It can be calculated automatically or set by an operator. The automatic calculation can use formula 1:
S -cluster size; n -typical cluster size (table value) ; k -density priority coefficient.
The main matrix of storage contains all parameters. Geometrical data are most important. The matrix part that contains geometrical parameters describes whole storage space. The space divided by typical cells. Each cell contain it status code. For example: 1-4 -cells with container (4 positions); 5-9 -cells with container in corridor (4 positions); 10 -corridor, not allowed for loading; 11 -temporary (allowed for loading) corridor; 12 -place, not allowed for any access.
Container position is fundamental parameter of this technique. Waste in containers are placed irregularly. Figure 3 shows typical container with waste. Barrels are placed in the container corner. It is corner close-in to faces 2,3. Such location provides directional pattern of radiation (Figure 4 ). Therefore we can minimize dose rate storage outside if we will use the scheme like Figure 5 . Next step is addition of the priority parameter to the main matrix. It define places that must be used first. The priority parameter provides creation of optimal geometric scheme of storage. The optimal scheme provides lowest dose rate the storage outside and, good transport accessible to any point of the storage and no empty inaccessible places inside clusters.
Storage loading is the main step of the algorithm. It will be described later. Control unit of storage disassembling is under construction now. Its main function is definition the optimal containers for replacement and extraction. Extracted containers will be moved to special place for permanent storage.
The algorithm contains the accounting system. It stores data about any operation with radioactive waste that were in this storage. This system will be included in unified system of digital production. 
CONCLUSION
Using this algorithms and techniques we developed special software that shows their correctness. Current version of software is alpha and can't be used on real nuclear power plant. Today our team is working with advanced techniques and new software.
The software is planned for unified digital production system of nuclear power plant. It will be integrated in common information space and work with other software unit of the enterprise together.
